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The Barn, 
Harraton Court Stables, 

Chapel Street,  
Exning, Suffolk 

 
(TL 619 653) 

 

Historic Building Record 
 
This report provides a written and photographic record at English Heritage (2006) Level 2 of 
a redundant barn. It has been prepared to a brief written by Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service (Edward Martin, Ref. SpecHBR&MonHarratonCourtExning09, dated 
8 May 2009) and is intended to fulfil a condition of planning permission for renovation 
(Forest Heath District Council application F/2008/0767/FUL).     
 

Introduction  
 
The report is accompanied by a CD containing a photographic record in the form of 66 digital 
images (Appendix 1) but also includes printed photographs of key features to illustrate the 
text (Appendix 2). Each image is described in a separate schedule and wherever possible 
includes a scale rod with half-metre divisions in red and white. The site was inspected on 1st 
June 2009. Access to the western side of the barn, which adjoins Queen Alexandra Stables, 
was kindly provided by Gay Kelleway.   
 
Summary 
 
Harraton Court Stables lies approximately 200 m west of Exning parish church on the north-
western edge of the modern conurbation of Newmarket. It was built during the 1880s by John 
George Lambton, the third Earl of Durham and a major figure in the history of English racing. 
It originally occupied a site of several acres and contained both a racing yard and a stud yard, 
but the name now belongs only to the former while the latter, which adjoins Chapel Street on 
the west, is in separate ownership and known as Queen Alexandra Stables. Despite this sub-
division Lord Durham’s buildings remain highly imposing examples of late-Victorian 
equestrian architecture and are of considerable significance to the history of Newmarket and 
its vicinity – but are not listed.  
 
The oldest building on the site is a clunch (chalk-block) barn which adjoins Queen Alexandra 
Stables but belongs to Harraton Court Stables and was formerly used as a covering barn. This 
structure was built between 1811 and 1821 to accommodate the crop of a substantial new 
arable farm created by enclosing former heath land in Exning parish. At 39 metres in length 
by 10.7 metres in width (128 feet by 35 feet) it is among the largest and most impressive 
‘Napoleonic’ barns in East Anglia, and is arguably the finest of the small number of clunch 
buildings which survive in western Suffolk. It is unusually well preserved, with a particularly 
good roof structure of arch-braced tie-beams, and retains much of its original slate (a 
fashionable and expensive material at the time) together with all but three of its 18 narrow 
arched vents (in imitation of medieval arrow slits). The two main doors of its western façade 
are now blocked, as are the two additional doors inserted by Lord Durham, but its smaller rear 
doors remain in use. The soft clunch has been incised with a number of apotropaic (evil-
averting) symbols, and graffiti bearing the date 1821. Given its architectural and historic 
importance the building undoubtedly merits listing at grade II, but has been omitted from the 
Schedule in error.   
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 Figure 1  

Existing Ordnance Survey Site Plan  
Outlining the barn in red and showing Harraton Court Stables to the north-east (1) and 

Queen Alexandra Stables to the west (2)  
 
 

Historic Context: Documentary & Cartographic Record 
 
Harraton Court Stables lies in village of Exning at the north-western corner of the conurbation 
of Newmarket and approximately 200 m west of St Martin’s church. The area contains a large 
number of stables linked to the Newmarket race courses 1.5 km to the south. The clunch barn 
which forms the subject of this report belongs to the owner of Harraton Court stable yard 
immediately to the north, as shown in figure 1, but adjoins the yard buildings of the 
neighbouring property, Queen Alexandra Stables, on the west. The gables of both yards 
incorporate a distinctive ram’s head device and appear to be contemporary structures of the 
late-19th century. It is understood from Mr Hugh Collingridge, the trainer at Harraton Court, 
that the entire site originally formed a single stable complex built by coal magnate and racing 
enthusiast Lord Durham, and this is supported by the architectural evidence: Harraton Court 
Stables formed the racing yard while Queen Alexandra Stables was the stud yard, and the 
barn operated as a stallion barn (i.e. a covering barn).  
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Figure 2.  
Exning Enclosure Map of 1811 (SRO EF506/10/1)  

The barn and stables are conspicuous by their absence, although a building is shown on 
the site of Harraton Lodge to the north. The church is shown to the right. The area (no. 

61) is named as ‘Second Allotment’ on the accompany apportionment, and was probably 
rough heath land at this time.   

 
The date ‘1882’ and the initials ‘E.M.’ appear in a segmental arch on the central gable of 
Harraton Court’s southern range (photo A1.9) to commemorate the marriage in that year of 
John Lambton, third Earl of Durham (1855-1928), to Ethel Milner. The stable yards were 
probably built a little later as they do not appear on the first edition Ordnance Survey of 1883. 
Lord Durham was a major figure in the history of English racing, who is credited by the 
National Horseracing Museum with the introduction of starting gates and the continuation of 
the sport during the First World War. The Museum’s website notes that he bred most of his 
own horses at his private stable led by legendary trainer Percy Peck at Harraton Court Exning 
and includes a photograph of 1896 (entitled Harraton House Stables) which shows the 
northern yard much as it remains today. Lady Durham was committed to a mental institution 
for most of her life, and Lord Durham’s son, born in 1892, was conceived with the famous 
music hall actress and dancer Letty Lind. The website of the former trainer’s house, which 
now offers accommodation, notes that the stable complex was among the most extensive and 
best in the country. Surprisingly, given their importance to the history of racing and their 
striking and well-preserved Victorian architecture, none of the buildings on the site are listed.   
 
Neither the barn nor the stables appear on the Exning enclosure map of 1811 (figure 2), which 
shows the site as empty ground in the distinctive circle formed by Chapel Street to the west, 
Duck Lane to the south and Church Lane to the north and east. The area (numbered 61) is 
named as the ‘Second Allotment’ of 17 acres belonging to Isaac Wootton who lived in a large 
house on the corner of Swan Lane and Church Street. Wootton’s ‘First Allotment’ extended 
to 116 acres, and the clunch barn was presumably built soon afterwards to accommodate the 
crop of this newly enclosed land. Much of the region was rough heath land before this period, 
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but was ploughed in response to the high price of grain during the Napoleonic wars (which 
prevented the importation of cheap corn from overseas and made large profits for local 
landowners until the eventual repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846). Barns built in response to this 
time of new enclosure and agricultural affluence are often known as ‘Napoleonic barns’.  
 
The parish of Exning is one of the few in Suffolk for which no tithe map was surveyed during 
the 1830s and 1840s, as the enclosure map presumably served the purpose. The next map to 
show the site in detail is the 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1883 (figure 3), at which time the 
barn remained a detached structure adjoined on the west by what appear to be a pair of cattle 
yards. Similar features were added to most Suffolk barns during the 1850s and 1860s when 
the price of grain collapsed and farmers were forced to diversify into mixed animal husbandry 
– stimulated by the arrival of the railways which opened up new urban markets for beef and 
dairy products. The narrow shed projecting from the southern end of the barn’s western 
façade was open-sided to the north (as indicated by a broken line) suggesting that it formed a 
shelter shed, and a clunch boundary wall, which still survives in part, linked the barn’s north-
western corner to another structure of barn-like proportions on the site of Harraton Court’s 
southern range. By the time of the second and third edition Ordnance Surveys of 1902 and 
1922 respectively the stable yards were shown in their present form, with a range of stables 
adjoining the barn’s western elevation.    
    

 
 

Figure 3 
First edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1883, showing the detached barn (bottom left) 

and what appears to be a pair of cattle yards with shelter sheds attached its western 
elevation. The stables had not yet been built, although smaller rectangular structures 

occupy the approximate positions of the northern and southern ranges to the north-east.   
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Figure 4 
Second edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1902, showing the existing layout of the site 

with the late-19th century stable yard attached to the barn’s western elevation  
 

 
 

Figure 5 
Detail of the third edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1922 
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Building Analysis  
 
N.B. Pevsner  
Pevsner (1974) notes the existence of ‘five good barns’ in Exning, citing an article by I.J. 
Richards in the Architectural Review, CXXXVI (December 1964): ‘At Exeter Farm Stud at the 
south end of the village (pantiled with whitewashed clunch walls, formerly thatched and 
‘about 200 years old’); Exning Stud at the south-east approach to the village, part of a large 
stableyard complex, with clunch walls and a slate roof, c.1825-30; at Orchard Farm at the 
north end of the village, as above but lower; across the road from it, Rose Hall barn, of 1870-
90, flint with Burwell-white quoins and string courses; and finally at North-end Farm, 
perhaps 250 years old, with framed oak walls, ship lap boarding and a thatched roof’. The 
first four have half-hipped gable ends. Of these five only the last is listed, at ‘Northmore’ 
Farmhouse, North-end Road. The second barn, at ‘Exning Stud’, is presumably the subject of 
this report, but the cited article has not been consulted.            
 
Proportions and Structure  
 
The barn is a clunch (chalk-block) structure on an approximately north-south axis which 
extends to an exceptional 39 m (128 ft) in overall length and 10.7 m (35 ft) in width. The 
walls rise to 5.6 m (18.6 ft) in height and are 54 cm (21 ins) thick (reducing to 49 cm (19 ins) 
in a shallow internal step 2.75 m (9 ft) below the roof-plates) and the individual mortared 
blocks are generally squared and well-finished but vary in size. The external corners and 
original doors are dressed in red-grey brick arranged in imitation of stone quoins and the 
walls rest on a low brick plinth of 60 cm (2 ft). The deal roof is pitched at approximately 30 
degrees and consists of 11 bays, as shown in figure 6, with half-hipped gables. The western 
elevation retains its original slate but the eastern elevation is now covered with corrugated 
asbestos. The original horizontal roof boards survive throughout, and the structure is 
completely intact. Each truss consists of an arch braced tie-beam with raking queen struts 
clasping a lower tier of purlins and collars clasping the upper tier. The arch braces rise from 
wall pieces resting of corbel blocks with curved ends that project from the masonry, and are 
fully tenoned and pegged at both ends. Both the carpentry and masonry is of unusually high 
quality for a barn of this period.   
 

Original Layout and Function 
 
The barn is now approached from its rear, eastern elevation but originally faced west towards 
Chapel Street. The western elevation now abuts the later stable yard (known as Queen 
Alexandra Stables) but contains two original full-height entrance doors in bays D and H as 
indicated in figure 6. Each door was flanked by arch-braced storey posts that are now hidden 
internally by secondary masonry (from which the arch-braces alone project) and was dressed 
externally in brick. At 3.7 m (12 ft) these doors were larger than their counterparts in the rear 
elevation, which extended to 2.75 m (9 ft) in width by 2.75 m in height beneath shallow brick 
arches. The northernmost door of the eastern elevation remains intact, with a horizontal lintel 
containing pegged mortises for its missing timber jambs, but the southernmost (in bay D) has 
been partly rebuilt beneath a new lintel. The barn evidently contained a standard layout with 
twin threshing floors, but the floors appear to have been removed (the present floor is of loose 
sand and soil). There is no evidence of a lateral partition, and the interior was lit and 
ventilated by 18 narrow arched lights with internal splays which resemble medieval arrow 
slits; the western lights are blocked but intact (with one exception, in bay J), but three 
examples in the eastern elevation have been destroyed by the insertion of three mid-20th 
century glazed windows. The gables contain evidence of original doors above the internal 
step, but the southern door has been enlarged to form a glazed window and its former 
proportions are uncertain; the northern door has been blocked but its outline remains visible 
from the exterior, despite the insertion of a small glazed window alongside and two additional 
glazed windows below.  Such doors are common features of 18th  and 19th  century barns, and 
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were used to both load and ventilate the interior; in some cases they are known to have 
allowed the horse which compressed the crop to exit the building via a ramp.   
 
Date and Apotropaic Symbols 
 
The barn is not shown on the Exning enclosure map of 1811 and is likely to have been built 
soon afterwards to service the newly enclosed arable land. Arch braces were quickly 
superseded by bolted knee-braces at the turn of the 19th century, and the high quality of the 
carpentry found here, with pegged and tenoned joints in the medieval tradition, vanished soon 
afterwards. While these features are more typical of the 18th century, the slate roof covering 
for which the low-pitched trusses were designed became common only during the second 
quarter of the 19th century. The barn was clearly an expensive status symbol, and would have 
appeared highly fashionable and sophisticated when first built. A terminus ante quem is 
provided by a piece of deeply incised and convincing graffiti to the internal wall, alongside 
the northern jamb of the rear door in bay H (shown by an arrow in figure 6): ‘J. PAVIS 1821’. 
A similar inscription lies on the opposite, western wall: ‘J Mowl January 25 182..’ (the date 
may read 1821 but the final digit is unclear). These inscriptions are crudely but boldly 
executed and may commemorate the barn’s completion, but whether or not this was the case a 
date of construction between 1811 and 1821 can be established.  
 
A number of other inscribed symbols are also of historic interest. Several ‘daisy wheel’ 
devices are visible on the external wall to the south of the door in bay H, and a series of ‘dots’ 
has been bored beneath the ‘Pavis’ graffiti. These features are apotropaic (evil averting) 
symbols intended to protect the contents of the barn from harm. Clunch is an ideal material 
for graffiti and other examples of interest may well be discovered on closer inspection.   
 
Alterations  
 
During the mid- or late-19th century two new doorways were inserted into the northern end of 
the barn’s front, western elevation as shown in figure 6. These extend to 3 m in width by 
approximately 3.4 m in height (10 ft by 11 ft) and lie beneath shallow arches of brick. Both 
are now blocked with 20th century Fletton bricks and they were probably designed to 
communicate with the new stable yard of the 1880s. The original doors are filled partly with 
clunch and partly with brickwork of 19th century appearance, suggesting they were blocked 
when the stable yard was built and the new doors inserted. Glazed windows of early-20th 
century appearance were cut into the eastern elevation and both gables, destroying three of the 
elevation’s nine arched lights, and the eastern door in bay D was partly rebuilt in the mid- or 
late-20th century. A number of iron tethering rings embedded in the internal western elevation 
probably relate to building’s reported use as a covering barn, and at some time, after the 
blocking of the secondary doors, a ceiling was inserted into bays J and K but subsequently 
removed (as indicated by empty joist housings in the walls). With the exception of these 
changes, and the loss of the slate to the eastern elevation, the fabric is largely original.     
 
Historic Significance  
 
The barn at Harraton Court Stables is a rare and historically important structure that 
undoubtedly merits listing at grade II. At 39 m by 10.7 m (128 ft by 35 ft) it is among the 
largest and most impressive ‘Napoleonic’ barns in East Anglia, and is of particular 
significance given its use of a highly distinctive local material that is confined to a few 
parishes in the west of the county. Although more common in neighbouring Cambridgeshire, 
clunch buildings of any scale and quality are rare in Suffolk, and this example is probably the 
best of its type. The barn is exceptionally well preserved, with a sophisticated and elegant 
roof structure and an almost complete complement of original doors and ventilation slits. It 
also offers important evidence of the process of early-19th century agricultural enclosure in 
the Breckland parishes, and illustrates a transitional phase in the region’s vernacular 
architecture between the traditions of the 18th and 19th centuries.  
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Appendix 1 (on accompanying CD): Full Photographic Record 
 
 
Description of Photographs in Appendix 1 
 
Photograph no. 
 

1. Entrance to site from Chapel Street to west, showing Harraton Court Stables in 
rear.  

 
2. View from Chapel Street to west showing barn in rear to left & Queen Alexandra 

Stables to right.  
 

3. Entrance road from west showing Harraton Court Stables & northern gable of 
barn in rear to left. 

 
4. Northern gable of barn from west showing Queen Alexandra Stables right & 

Harraton Court left. 
 

5. Detail of northern gable from west showing half hip and original roofing slate of 
western elevation. 

 
6. Yard of Harraton Court Stables from west, showing proximity to northern gable 

of barn (right). 
 

7. Yard of Harraton Court Stables from west (included for site context). 
 

8. Clock tower and eastern range of Harraton Court Stables from west (included for 
site context). 

 
9. Detail of pediment in southern range of Harraton Court Stables bearing date 1882 

& initials EM. 
 

10. Southern range of Harraton Court Stables showing barn to right & 1882 dated 
gable to left. 

 
11. Barn seen from yard of Harraton Court Stables to north. 

 
12. Yard of Harraton Court Stables seen from northern gable of barn to south. 

 
13. Detail of ram's head device in central gable of northern range of Harraton Court 

Stables. 
 

14. Barn from north showing remains of clunch boundary wall with northern gable to 
right. 

 
15. Northern external gable showing secondary windows with clunch boundary wall 

to left. 
 

16. Detail of inserted window of northern gable showing brick dressing to north-
eastern corner left. 

 
17. Detail of blocked original upper window (venting door) to left of existing 

northern gable window. 
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18. Eastern elevation from north-east showing asbestos roof covering & three 

secondary glazed windows. 
 

19. Southern end of eastern external elevation showing original door & arched vents. 
 

20. External eastern elevation showing partly rebuilt original southern door. 
 

21. External eastern elevation showing two original rear doors (left-hand arch 
rebuilt). 

 
22. Northern end of eastern external elevation, showing original arched door to left. 

 
23. Original northern doorway in eastern external elevation. 

 
24. Detail of apotropaic circles to south of northern door in eastern external 

elevation. 
 

25. Detail of apotropaic circle to south of northern door in eastern external elevation. 
 

26. Detail of original brick dressing to northern jamb of northern door in eastern 
external elevation. 

 
27. Detail of original brick plinth and clunch blocks in eastern external elevation. 

 
28. Eastern external elevation showing original arched vent to right of secondary 

window. 
 

29. Detail of original arched vent in eastern external elevation. 
 

30. Exterior of southern gable from gardens to south-west showing original slate of 
western elevation. 

 
31. Western facade of Queen Alexandra Stable showing ram's head device above 

entrance. 
 

32. Yard of Queen Alexandra Stables from west showing roof of barn with original 
slate in rear. 

 
33. North-eastern corner of Queen Alexandra yard showing detail of barn in rear. 

 
34. Northern range of Queen Alexandra Stables showing barn to right. 

 
35. Western range of Queen Alexandra Stables from east (included for site context). 

 
36. Brick arch of blocked northern secondary entrance in western external elevation. 

 
37. Brick external dressings of original northern door with arch of southern 

secondary door to right. 
 

38. Blocked original northern door in western external elevation (from Queen 
Alexandra Stables). 

 
39. Blocked original southern door in western external elevation, showing brick 

dressing to left. 
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40. General view of interior from south, showing blocked doors or original western 

facade to left. 
 

41. General view of interior from north showing original low doors of rear eastern 
elevation to left. 

 
42. General view of interior from north showing completely intact original roof 

structure. 
 

43. Detail from south of original roof structure with wall pieces, arch-braces & 
raking queen struts. 

 
44. Detail of roof truss showing pegged and tenoned construction with original roof 

boards. 
 

45. Detail of corbel block beneath wall piece with chiselled carpenters' numeral. 
 

46. Southern internal gable showing window in probable position of original window 
(venting door). 

 
47. Southern end of internal western elevation showing original arched vents (bays 

A-C). 
 

48. Interior of blocked original full-height southern door in western elevation (bay 
D). 

 
49. Detail of secondary ventilation grill in western elevation of bay D. 

 
50. Western internal elevation of bays E & F showing secondary door to right & 

original to left. 
 

51. Northern end of western internal elevation showing arched secondary doors 
flanking original. 

 
52. Blocked arched secondary door in western internal elevation of bay G. 

 
53. Blocked original full-height door in western internal elevation of bay H. 

 
54. Blocked door & housings of tertiary ceiling joists at northern end of western 

internal elevation. 
 

55. Detail of splayed arched vent in western internal elevation. 
 

56. Internal northern gable showing blocked original window (venting door) & three 
secondary windows. 

 
57. Northern end of eastern internal elevation showing housings of former ceiling in 

bays J & K. 
 

58. General view from north of eastern internal elevation showing secondary 
windows & original doors. 

 
59. Original low rear door in internal eastern elevation of bay H. 
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60. Internal eastern elevation showing original arched vents in bays G-E. 
 

61. Southern end of eastern internal elevation showing partly rebuilt original rear 
door in bay D. 

 
62. Northern internal jamb of original door in eastern elevation of bay H. 

 
63. Detail of internal graffiti to north of eastern door in bay H, ‘J. PAVIS 1821’. 

 
64. Detail of apotropaic internal graffiti to north of door in bay H. 

 
65. Location of graffiti to right of northern door jamb in western internal elevation. 

 
66. Detail of internal graffiti to north of western door in bay H, ‘J. Mowl January 25 

182...’ 
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Appendix 2 (pp. 14-19): Selected Printed Photographs 
  

 
 

A2.1   View of site from Chapel Street to west showing Harraton Court Stables and barn 
in rear to left & Queen Alexandra Stables to right  

 

 
 

A2.2    Yard of Harraton Court Stables from west (included for site context), showing 1882 
dated pediment of southern range to right.   
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A2.3   Barn from north showing remains of early-19th century clunch boundary wall with 
northern gable to right 

 

 
 

A2.4  Detail of northern gable from west showing half hip and original roofing slate and 
clunch construction of western elevation 
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A2.5   Detail of apotropaic circle to south of the original northern door in the eastern 
external elevation. 

 

 
 

A2.6    Central section of eastern external elevation showing original northern arched door 
with brick dressing to right with original arched vent and secondary glazed window to left. 

The circular apotropaic mark shown in A2.5 above lies to the right  
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A2.7   Yard of Queen Alexandra Stables from west showing roof of barn with original slate in 
rear 

 

 
 

A2.8   General view of barn interior from south, showing blocked doors of original western 
facade to left  
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A2.9   Detail from south of original boarded roof structure with two tiers of purlins, wall 
pieces, arch-braces and raking queen struts  

 

 
 

A2.10   Southern end of internal western elevation showing original arched vents (bays A-C) 
with edge of blocked full-height door in bay D to right  
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A2.11   Northern end of western internal elevation showing arched secondary doors 
flanking blocked original full-height entrance in bay H  

 

 
 

A2.12   Detail of internal graffiti to north of eastern door in bay H, ‘J. PAVIS 1821’  


